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On the next row, write the letters with the same pen but on a slant for a slightly more stylized look. We wish
you a good time and hope that we have motivated you to try out some of these Handwriting styles, or even to
develop your own. After a while of writing it helps to relax the hand by giving it a gentle shake. Great Gray
Shadows Create some dimension and drama using a basic chisel-tip-marker font with gray shadows along each
letter. Third exercise: letters Although letters are more complex shapes, we feel that with a little practice they
can be perfected with some ease. The width of the lines drawn depends on the angle in which the nib is facing
against the horizontal line the horizontal line is later erased. Preparation: Any normal typewriter paper is
suitable for our first exercise. To prevent the hand from cramping up, try drawing a few simple lines in
between practice to relax it. The direction to keep is again shown by the arrows in our example. Use the
pointed tip of the chisel to draw the lowercase alphabet. You can also explore a new look by wetting the edges
of the letters with a waterbrush to let the ink pool out. Fourth exercise: combining letters and shapes Examples
for signs consisting of a combination of letters and symbols Finally we want to show you a combination of
Print- and Handwriting. Materials list: Pencil Prismacolor markers 1. Study the style of your favorite artist and
sketch the alphabet on the paper using a pencil. Different widths created by changing the nibs angle on the
paper The form of the drawn line depends mainly on how the nib is put to paper. The first designs and
symbols create and form a foundation for drawing numbers and letters. Getting started In principle, the
Pelikan Script can be held exactly like a normal fountain pen. It is important to prevent cramping in the hand.
Be inspired by each sample alphabet and imitate the details. Tilt the paper as needed to allow the color to
spread through the water. Color the hand-drawn letters, creating rounded edges, drips and split tips to make a
complete alphabet. This works especially well with liquid watercolor. This bold hand lettering technique is
super simple yet always impressive. Inside the lines, hold the Elegant Writer medium-sized calligraphy pen at
a degree angle and write the upper and lowercase alphabet. It is also possible to use lined paper. Materials list:.
Write the alphabet using the broad chisel tip of a black permanent marker to create the uppercase bold
alphabet.


